COME TOGETHER TO SHAPE THE FUTURE OF ART THERAPY IN EUROPE

The European Federation of Art Therapy (EFAT) is an international non-profit association under the Belgian law that aims to unite Art Therapists and professional Art Therapy associations from geographical and political Europe.
EFAT AIMS

• To unite art therapists and professional art therapy associations in Europe
• To promote further development of professional practice, training and research, and the recognition of the profession
• To nurture mutual respect of diversity and to foster collaboration and contributions between member countries
• To work towards European wide recognition and parity / fair remuneration of Art Therapy as a profession
• To assure and promote the quality of Art Therapy practice and training for the benefit of clients, professionals and institutions

EFAT OFFERS

• Accessible membership and conference fees
• Europe-wide networking opportunities
• Exchange and collaboration in working groups and committees
• Creation of synergies for research projects
• Organization of meetings and of a big bi-annual conference
• Online publications...

MEMBERSHIP

EFAT has two main member categories:

• Full members: individuals, pioneers and national associations
• Associate members: students, affiliates (individuals and organisations) and honorary members

ORGANISATION

EFAT consists of a Board of Administrators and currently has six Committees that specialize in an area of work important to EFAT’s core values – Application Review, Communications, Conference, Ethics, Professional Development and Research. The chairs of each committee together with the Secretary-General compose EFAT’s Council.

SPONSORS who helped fund the creation of EFAT

and many individual supporters!

JOIN US IN BUILDING A UNITED AND INSPIRING SPACE FOR ART THERAPISTS ALL OVER EUROPE TO SHARE OUR KNOWLEDGE, EXPERIENCE AND PRACTICES OF ART THERAPY

MORE INFO ON EFAT, UPCOMING EVENTS, AND HOW TO JOIN

arttherapyfederation.eu
info@arttherapyfederation.eu
@theEFAT
efat